I watch over the busy streets and guard the John Natsoulas Gallery with what other animal?

I am fuzzy and like to eat honey! You can find me in my den or watching a movie, but I am also found on what state flag?

Yum! Tons of fresh fruit and veggies! What animal is resting on top of this market scene?

Woah! I am not fully human...what is my other half?!

Whew, this hunt is long! What is Compassion? This bench tells you! Take a seat and write a few things down...
Bzzzz...I am buzzing around downtown and love to watch all the events that go on at my plaza! My favorite happens every Saturday and Wednesday...What is it?

There's nothing better than dancing with friends! What is the name of this groovy sculpture?

I was created to hold plants! I love gardens and bugs! What insects and animals are on me?

There's nothing better than tea and treats! What cute animal sits on top of these tea cups?

I look like a giraffe but I am actually a dog! I love art, so I sit outside which gallery?